The Coaching Revolution

FROM SALESPERSON

SOLOPRENEUR
A coaching program to help salespeople
master the 5-habits
of highly effective solopreneurs

A program created by
entrepreneur Coach Micheal Burt

www.coachburt.com

We are in a “Coaching Revolution”
where Coach Burt predicts that within
five years every manager in the world
will have to have the skill set, the tool
set, and the mindset of a great coach.
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How many times in a day or a week do you say, “I need a system for that?”
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RESULTS OF THIS P ROGRAM:
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Your
salespeople will be...
After this program your managers will be
- more equipped to run their business like a business.
- more capable of working a consistent selling system.
- more energy through a 4-hour workday, proactive by noon.
- more disciplined time management and proactive prospecting.
- more confident to follow-up and ask for the business.
- more fun building a repeat and referral business.
- more driven to share their unique beleif & value proposition.
- more in alignment with theirs and yours marketing message.
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TIME LINES
We offer three plans for
the Coaching Revolution:

Track 1: Business

1. Speaking
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6-MonthatProgram
to acclimate your
people to this concept

Track 2: Marketing
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starter package
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6-Month
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three or six months
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*Contact sales.

Three-month Package

The Program

- Onboarding Session
W
H AT I STraining
I N C L USession.
DE D Monthly Mastermind.
- Monthly
-ball
Daily
Accountability. Weekly Benchmarks.
rolling
- Monthly Evaluation. Quarterly Deep-Dive.
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- Full Access to Level Two Coaching (”Done-with-You” Community).
feedback and progress of the group
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- Sales Planner & Workbook
- Digital Sales Scoreboard
- Accountability Groups
and after (customer support)
-program
Coach-on-Call
- Private Facebook Group
T H I S I S I DE A L F O R
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Companies who have managers who need to get more out of their teams
2.- Companies
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betterwith
guidance
leadership from
Companies whose
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- Underperforming sales teams who have more potential.
- Teams who need more guidance and accountability.
5. Leaders and managers who are interested in becoming better coaches to
- Rapidly growing companies who don’t want to lose quality.

4. Companies who are are looking to improve the accountability systematically
Six-month
Starter Package
One-year Package

their teams
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H E CUR R I C U L U M
Curriculum
Session
1 What is the Coaching
Revolution and why is it important?

Session 1
Program2Activating
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Session
the potential in
the “Whole Person” by understand
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Whole
Session
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Turn Your Pitch into Money
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Your
Prospecting
members

Session 4

Session 4What are the differences
Follow-Up Mastery
between coaching, leading, and managing? A new look at the new era coach
Session 5
and how a great coach thinks

New Client Onboarding

Session 5The Crucial ConversationSession
The
art of6addressing unmet expectaStatus
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tion quickly
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professionally
Session 6 10 Great team lessons
for the coach trying to build the conscience of the team
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Curriculum
Session
7 Dysfunction JunctionRecognizing, managing, and mitigating
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1
common
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Program Onboarding

Session 8 Zebras and Cheetahs- A
unique
10-step
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toward a& dominant
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Digital
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systematically

Session 3

Session
Stop the NoiseA look
Reach &9Engagement
(KPI’s)
into how to build great support teams
around
the 4coach to free up “emotional
Session
space”

Email Funnels & Retargeting

Session 10There’s nothing faster than
Session 5
the speed of Trust- How to build high
Follow-Up
Automation
trust
cultures starting
with the coach

Session11
6 The Anatomy of WinningSession
Online
Lead
GenofMastery
The 7 Components
a Championship
Culture
Session 12 Building the Learning
that keeps on producing
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Micheal Burt Enterprises now
deploys coaches to speak, coach, train, and lead people to play
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Training isn’t something we did.
IT’S SOMETHING WE DO.

REGISTRATION
www.coachburtworkshops.com
INFORMATION
www.coachburt.com

PROGRAM PDF
info@coachburt.com
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Schedule a

bruce@90daysales.com
FREE CONSULTATION
615-410-6509

615.225.8380

MICHEAL BURT,
INC.
PO BOX 332863
MURFREES
BORO,TN37133
T 615.225.8380
www.coachburt.com

